BUKIT TAGAR RUN 3774
Date : 21st March 2016
Run No : 3774
Runsite : Bukit Tagar Golden Hope Estate
Hare: Arthur Hoi
Co-Hare: Kenny Soh, Danny Lim, Eng Yee Guan, Lau Chun
Yong
Guest : 4 ( Lake Club Supporters)
Runners: about 70-80
FROPS: Taufu Soh, SuperOldman 7.26pm and the usual crowd
Distance: 13.5 km;
Checks: 6
False Trails: 4
The Circle start at 8.15pm, due to heavy rain we move
our circle to the Restaurant.
SATELITE MAP

I got 13.4km but that included a lot of checking at
the first 3 checks.
Check 1 in the abandoned buildings (maybe the currency
printing factory, another failed project) about half km of
checking. On wide open tracks to
Check 2 near to the river, no bridges.To the right towards
paper where we had been, must be left. More wide tracks,
over a bridge to the last paper stuck on a tree. We then
thought it was
Check 3 a false trail back, false trail to the right, but the
hares said this was to the check. As this was near houses, we
thought paper had been picked up. Through the quarters on
tarmac and to a main road. I thought we had been here
before (we had and if I had followed my instincts after half a
km we would have hit paper and not had to follow the big
loop. We turned right on the tarmac and then to the entrance
of Nigel Gardner estate.
Check 4 Followed this main drag for 3/4 km and a check
on the opposite side of the road. further down the road we
could see the paper on the track inside. We followed paper
to do a loop. We knew we had to cross the road to get home,
we were just following to see where the hares would go. A
loop to
Check 5 the direction was obvious but it was a matter of
finding where the paper was. I found it 300m from the
check. On more oil palm tracks to

Check 6 a back check and more oil palm tracks to
another guard house. Down to the road and just over half
km to the runsite.
regards,
Rob

